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Last month saw Kosovo hold local elections in the north for the first time since the young state’s
inception in 2008. The polls actually took place twice, the first attempt on 3 November 2013 being
so plagued by violence that it had to be called off, while the second round of elections occurred on
17th November in a marginally smoother manner.1 The violence happened in Mitrovica, which is a
town in northern Kosovo close to Serbia’s southern border, home to a significant ethnically Serbian
population. The central government in Pristina struggles to govern the north.2 The core of the
problem is that the minority Serb population does not recognise the Government of Kosovo3 as
being legitimate,4 whilst the state ‘lacks the necessary integrative ideology’.5 The context of this is
important; only five years ago, in 2008 Kosovo officially ratified its constitution,6 becoming for a
short while the world’s youngest state and marking, for some, the end of a long and bloody conflict
between the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) and Serbia. For others, in particular ethnic Serbs in the
north, it was only the active warfighting that ended and the prevailing situation was a victor’s peace
enforced by the international community. A negative peace exists in Kosovo7-it was won by those
who are currently in Government, and as a result, some do not feel that they have been able to
participate in the crafting of that peace.
Kosovo is a multi-ethnic state, consisting of a number of different communities (Albanian, Serb,
Turkish, Gorani, Roma, Ashkali and Egyptian)8 and the violence and boycotting has been related to
the Serbs’ refusal to recognise Kosovo’s independence. This is not surprising; due to the failure of
Kosovo’s international governance to implement inclusive processes of education, decentralisation
and the return of displaced persons, the state’s multi-ethnicity has been labelled a ‘façade’.9 The
result has been that Kosovo’s Serbian and Albanian communities alike have been hostile to each
other.10 At the higher level, no institutional design has yet been able to accommodate Albanian and
Serbian views with regards to territory.11 However, it is inaccurate and counterproductive to frame
the issue in such intractable terms. The implication of such a case of affairs is that there is no way to
satisfy the Serbs’ goals other than by abolishing Kosovo.12 One recalls an example sometimes taught
to trainee mediators, which goes as follows. Two parties are conflicting over an orange. On being
asked their positions, both explain that they require the whole orange. At the level of positions,
therefore, the conflict is intractable. Therefore, the mediator asks each what their interests are –
what exactly it is that they want from this orange. The first party explains that they want to make
orange juice, while the second states that they want to make marmalade. From this, the mediator is
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able to deduce each party’s needs: the first requires the flesh of the orange while the second
requires the peel, and thus their conflict no longer seems at all intractable. The same can happen
with more contentious issues, including those surrounding political representation.
In the context of Kosovo, one must not see the Serb unrest as inevitable or unsolvable, it would be
incorrect to see the protests as being indicative of a desire to destroy Kosovo altogether. Instead,
one can more accurately understand the violence and boycotts as being reflective of the sentiment
amongst the Serbs that the Government does not understand their problems or represent their
views. Serb nationalism in the past has been demonstrated to surface as a consequence of conflict,13
and therefore it follows that the continued exclusion of the Serbs from the Kosovo community is
likely to have a similar effect. This is especially the case as territorial disputes are on going in the
minds of the Kosovar Serbs and Albanians.14 Feeling that their views cannot be articulated effectively
through voting, the Serbs instead have chosen to communicate their displeasure with the current
state of affairs through civil disobedience and political apathy. This situation is unsustainable but
addressable and the onus is on the Government, with the support of the international community15
(particularly UNMIK16, KFOR17 and EULEX18) to work towards an inclusive politics in Kosovo. Indeed,
there have already been attempts to do just this.
Indicating its willingness to normalise relations with Kosovo, the Serbian government similarly
opposed the boycott. Indeed, Belgrade had encouraged Kosovar Serbs to take part in the elections.19
This at first seems bizarre, given that Serbia does not recognise the independence of Kosovo and
instead claims sovereignty over it. However, a look at the wider context offers a more
comprehensive explanation for these actions. In April 2013, Kosovo and Serbia reached a significant
EU-brokered accord under which Serbs in the north of Kosovo will have a level of representation in
the courts and the police force. Significantly, both sides agreed not to block each other’s bids for EU
membership.20It is worth noting the significance of this: not recognising one another’s legitimacy is a
major bar to EU membership, and while Kosovo has struggled with this, Serbia in particular has
tended to derail its own attempts towards EU accession through its uncompromising stance on
Kosovo.21 Importantly however, the April 2013 deal saw Serbia recognising Kosovo in everything but
name.22 The Serbs in the north of Kosovo must be able to do the same, and furthermore, they must
be able to identify with Kosovo, or elements within it, to the same extent that they identify with
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Serbia. This might seem a tall order, but it is vital in a post-war scenario, with war fighting in most of
the Kosovar population’s recent memory, that those who feel like they have lost-out in the
prevailing situation are accommodated properly even if this means ceding some authority from the
state.
Devolution
Kosovo should investigate the further devolution of power as an option for improving the security
situation in the north. As has been established, the Serb population in Kosovo will not be likely to
accept their existence within the state until they feel that they can properly articulate their views.
This is reflected in the leadership of the government: Kosovo’s President Atifete Jahjaga, an exsenior police officer, was selected as an interim compromise candidate as a result of the
parliament’s failure to agree on direct popular elections for the presidency. Meanwhile, Hashim
Thaçi, the Prime Minister of Kosovo, represents the Kosovar Albanians’ drive to become
independent from Serbia, having previously been the political leader of the KLA.23 It is unsurprising
that, with a President representing the result of opposition frustration, and a Prime Minister who
was a key anti-Serbian voice, the Kosovar Serbs do not feel that they are Kosovar at all. The Serbs
must, therefore, be offered alternative means of representation that are also compatible with the
current governance structure. This should be done in a way that does not compromise the integrity
of Kosovo as a sovereign state.
Devolution must take place, but should be carried through carefully and cannot happen without the
prior and sincere participation of the Serbs in local elections. This is vital for Kosovo as a whole, as
without Serb participation in local elections prior to devolution, the state will appear to be losing
control over its territory (a logic that already factors heavily in Kosovo’s public administration).24 The
prevailing situation, where NATO forces are deployed in the north to prevent internal violence, is in
no way sustainable for Kosovars of all ethnicities in their day-to-day lives, for the Government in its
desire to preside over a secure territory, or for the international community in its mission to make
Kosovo independently stable. Devolution inevitably leads to questions over the level of control
maintained by the Government. Kosovo is young at only five years of age and devolving power at
this stage may make it appear weak. However, in reality the state is less likely to have its authority
challenged if it relinquishes some of its sovereignty than if it continues to maintain full control over
an area housing a population that is not happy with this situation. It is important that hybridity is
allowed to exist with regards to the Kosovar Serb population. Dual citizenship (Kosovar and Serbian)
is something that can be expected and may be an option for the integration of the Serb population
into Kosovo’s state and society.25 Therefore, hybrid identities must be accepted as legitimate, along
with the fact that this acceptance will encourage the emergence of hybrid forms of governance
through devolved institutions, if the state is to peacefully contain a multi-ethnic community.
Changing attitudes
In order for the Serbs to be successfully assimilated into Kosovo, the attitude of Kosovar Albanians
must also go through a step-change. The claim that the Serbs initiated the conflict, and that they did
so because they intended to cleanse the province of Albanians, is common in public discourse.26 This
accusation produces an impossible situation, associating an ethnicity with a negative past makes for
unresolvable disagreements and resultant forms of exclusion. The primacy of ethnicity above
common identity in Kosovo, therefore, should be dampened slightly. Serbs, for example, currently
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see Kosovo as ‘an Albanian state’, and even the majority of Albanians see themselves as part of the
Albanian nation at the same time as being citizens of Kosovo.27 It is worth noting that ethnicity even
supersedes religion as a form of identity in Kosovo,28 there is no unifying identity above that of
ethnicity at this time, and this is where the state must step in.
At the same time as making Kosovar Serbs feel more welcome within Kosovo, it is important that
there are tangible incentivised efforts to bring them into Kosovo’s system of governance and
integrate them into its society. For example, reports suggest that attempts to persuade Serbs in
northern Kosovo to acquire Kosovo ID cards were relatively successful because they carried the
inducement of eligibility to receive pensions from the Kosovo budget29 (though it should be noted
that many of these ID-carrying Kosovar Serbs still do not identify with Kosovo as a state).30 Attempts,
therefore, to include Kosovar Serbs in Kosovo’s politics must be combined with further efforts to
deliver those Serbs the same benefits of being part of Kosovo as are enjoyed by their Albanian
counterparts. In order to avert further violence and discontent amongst Kosovo’s Serbs, the
Government must ensure that it provides this minority population with avenues for peaceful
articulation of their political wishes and concerns. Furthermore, the Serbs must feel if not that the
Government represents them, then at least that they are represented at the local level. Steps have
been taken in this direction in the aforementioned April 2013 agreements, but more still has to be
done.
Towards reconciliation
What exists in Kosovo today is a victor’s peace, as although the prevailing peace was enforced by
outside powers, it belongs to certain groups in Kosovo but not others. Earlier this year, Kosovo
celebrated its fifth year of independence from Serbia, with the streets of Pristina filled with jubilant
Kosovar Albanians.31 This sort of ceremony only serves to compound the grievances of those who
either do not accept Kosovo’s independence or who see it as a defeat or something to be ashamed
of. This is the case for Kosovar Serbs. A state that celebrates a conclusion to a war that is a defeat for
some of its population will inevitably have problems making the latter feel that their views are
adequately represented. Therefore, Kosovo would do well to tone-down its independence
celebrations, or at least to take more consideration of the views of those who it claims to represent.
This should feed into a broader strategy of reconciliation.
Fundamental to Kosovo’s prospective reconciliation is flexibility: as has recently been found by Anna
Di Lellio and Caitlin McCurn, the individuals in Kosovo who might be referred to or regarded as
‘victims’ in fact do not bear commensurate characteristics such as innocent and apolitical
passiveness.32 Di Lellio and McCurn highlight the importance of projects such as the Kosovo Memory
Book, which contains the details of those who were subjected to war crimes, displaced or killed
between 1998 and 2000.33 A further project to compile and publish the details of all of those killed
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during the conflict is currently underway.34 It is through initiatives such as these that Kosovo may
begin to lay the foundations for a more inclusive environment for reconciliation.
For Kosovo to move towards a sustainable, positive peace, it must continue to strive for
reconciliation as well as accountability for past war crimes against Albanians and Serbs alike. Some
progress has been made in this area,35 but more effort is required as progress is slow and witnesses
and journalists alike continue to risk maltreatment in pushing for the truth.36 It is essential that
Kosovo’s Albanians and Serbs are able to communicate with one another and speak freely about
their past experiences without fear of punishment. A recent study found that contact between these
two groups reduced ‘competitive victimhood’ (a phenomenon whereby each group sees itself as
having suffered more than the other has, leading to protracted conflict).37 Therefore, the integration
of these different groups’ views and their externalisation in public fora should be a priority.
Given the current level of disengagement of Kosovar Serbs in Kosovo’s politics, it is absolutely vital
that the Serbs are brought meaningfully into a positive participation in public affairs post-haste. This
means that the Serbs must be actively encouraged to take part in higher-level politics, that is, in the
Assembly of Kosovo (parliament) as well as the executive. The Kosovo Assembly currently has a
minority of elected representatives (known as ‘Deputies’) who are ethnically Serbian – ten, to be
precise, while the other minorities combined hold a further ten seats between them.38 Kosovo also
has a number of ethnically Serbian ministers in the cabinet. Whilst this appears positive, and the
Government’s attitude towards inclusion seems to be relatively progressive, the overall culture
needs to grow into one of more sensitivity towards the Kosovar Serbs, as was exemplified by the
sacking of Kosovo’s first envoy to Serbia after two days in post due to his controversial comments.39
The senior civil service remains highly politicised,40 meaning that it is unlikely to be representative of
minorities, including the Serbs. Kosovar Serbs are not participating in local elections because they do
not agree with the order under which they live and therefore do not identify with it. This must be
the central issue borne in mind by the Government when it comes to address the issues laid out in
this briefing. The Serbs and Albanians alike must be encouraged to put their differences behind
them, to reconcile, and thus to assume a common hybrid Kosovar identity. Only then can Kosovo
begin to build a sustainable future.
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